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- BIM for Masonry Overview
- What is Masonry Unit Database (MUD)
- Structure of MUD
- MUD on the Web
- MUD BIM Plugin
- Opportunities for MUD Access
- V2 and V3 MUD Development
- Q/A
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BIM-M 5-Year Plan

Phase II: Development
- Masonry Unit Model Definition
- Masonry BIM Benchmark
- Masonry Wall Model Definition
- BIM-M Contractor Input

Phase III: Specification
- BIM-M Specification (Part 1)
- Structural Engineering BIM-M
- BIM-M Construction Workflows

Phase IV: Implementation
- BIM-M Specification (Part 2)
- BIM-M Design to Construction
- Masonry Architectural Design
- BIM-M Contractor Training

Symposium


Extended through 2018
Masonry Unit Database (MUD)

- MUD a data structure framework for the representation and exchange of information of masonry units for masonry BIM projects
- Contains the required data for digital representation of masonry units
- Facilitates the development of new BIM and other software applications for the masonry industry
- To be used as part of masonry wall system representation
- Can be compared to the AISC database of structural steel shapes
Why MUD?

- Architects, engineers and contractors want access to the geometry of masonry units to place in their BIM models – they are drawing and re-drawing the units now.
- They want this geometry in a wide range of formats but modeled in a reliable and consistent way.
- Because the automation of BIM model creation requires that the data be available in a standardized format – and current models produced by the industry do not follow any standard.
- Analysis tools tied to BIM like structural analysis, cost analysis, energy analysis needs property information about the masonry units in the model.
- We can’t build BIM models for masonry walls without the geometric information of masonry units.
- It’s hard to gather and compare information about the wide range of masonry available in the marketplace today.
BIM-M | Unit to Wall Workflow
Implementation of V1 of the MUD

1.1 Database Input
   - Shape Documenter
     - Excel Template
   - Validation
     - NCMA BIA WSCPA Cast Stone Institute
     - Dynamo/Revit
   - Database Outputs
     - Web

2.1 Shape Generator
   - AutoCad, Rhino, SketchUp

3.1 BIM Software
   - Unit Builder Plug-In

G = generic units, parametrically generated
C = custom units, non-parametrically generated
S = specific units with manufacturer data

“York 88DCSFH”
Proposed MUD Data Structure

SKU
- SKUID
- UnitID
- MatID
- ColID
- TexID
- Vendor

Version 3

MatUnit

Unit
- UnitID
- UnitName
- UnitType
- MatType
- Owner
- Custom
- WNom
- LNom
- HNom
- WReal
- LReal
- HReal
- GeomID
- UnitSys
- ImageURL
- CustomParasolidURL
- CustomFamilyURL

Geometry
- GeomID
- Length
- Width
- Height
- CircleCore
- NRectCores
- CorLen
- CorWidth
- SideCoreL
- SideCoreR

Material
- MatID
- Weight
- RValUnfilled
- CompStrength
- FireRateUnfilled
- UnitsPerAreaFace1NJ
- Density
- STCUnfilled
- Specification
- UnitSys

Geometry
- ColID
- ColName
- ColFamily
- R
- G
- B
- H
- S
- V
- Uniform
- ColSyn1
- ColSyn2
- ColSyn3
- ColBitMapURL

Color

TextUnit

Texture
- TexID
- TexName
- TexRange
- TexAmplitude
- TexSyn1
- TexSyn2
- TexSyn3
- TexBitMapURL

Family
- FamID
- FamName
- FamDescription

FamUnit

ColUnit

Version 2
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MUD Schedule

- Version 1 of the database and associated website and plug-ins published this spring and demonstrated at the BIM-M Symposium in Chicago (May 4-5).

- Version 2 RFP draft starting now. Your input is welcome. Custom units, tile and manufactured stone to be added to the database.

- Version 3 of the database to include manufacturer specific units and extension into additional masonry systems (hardscape, adhered veneer) and material types (cast stone, natural stone) depending on stakeholder interest.
Parametric Representation of Unit Geometry
Examples of custom units